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The kind of myths we don’t like though, are those 
about R&D tax credits, because these myths can 
frighten companies into believing that R&D tax 
credits aren’t for them.  
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We love a good myth, particularly mythical creatures, 
and especially unicorns! 

7 COMMON MYTHS 
ABOUT R&D TAX CREDITS

1. You’re not eligible for R&D tax credits unless 
you wear a white coat and work in a laboratory

MYTH!
Any limited company from any sector can be eligible for R&D tax 
credits - from biotechnology (where there are actually lab coats) 
to manufacturing; IT to food and drink; engineering to renewable 
energy (plus all the other sectors we haven’t mentioned!).  As long 
as you are working towards an advance in your fi eld and facing 
uncertainty in how to do it you could very well be doing R&D. 

SO IT’S TIME TO VENTURE FORWARD AND DISPEL SOME 
OF THOSE R&D TAX CREDIT MYTHS! 

2. You can only claim for successful projects.  

MYTH!
You can claim R&D tax credits for any eligible R&D project whether 
there was a successful outcome or not.  In fact failure can be a good 
sign of eligibility - what can be more uncertain than a seemingly 
impossible project?

3. You can only claim for your current 
fi nancial year.  

MYTH!
You can make a retrospective claim up to 2 years from your current 
fi nancial year end, which means companies new to the scheme can 
still go back and claim for older projects rather than missing out. 
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“
”

Jumpstart were able to 
uncover R&D projects in 
areas we were completely 
unaware of, and I wish we 
had known about them 
years ago!

I would recommend every 
manufacturing company 
in Scotland to consider 
contacting Jumpstart for 
advice on R&D as I reckon 
many will be pleasantly 
surprised with the results.
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There is no substitute for experience and expertise. Experience gained 
through years of daily involvement in putting together thousands 
of successful R&D tax claims. Expertise built through a detailed 
programme of training and study, maintained and regularly enhanced. 

JUMPSTART YOUR R&D TAX CLAIM TODAY. 
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4. Receiving a grant is a death knell for a claim.

MYTH!
Whilst it is true that some grants can complicate an R&D tax relief 
claim, it is still possible to make a claim no matter what other funding 
you have received.

5. You can’t claim if you are subcontracted to 
do work by another company.  

MYTH!
You can claim R&D tax credits for any eligible R&D project whether 
there was a successful outcome or not.  In fact failure can be a good 
sign of eligibility - what can be more uncertain than a seemingly 
impossible project?

6. Claiming R&D tax credits is hard.

MYTH!
Ok, sort of a myth, it’s a complicated process that requires knowledge 
of your technology (easy for you!) but also an in depth knowledge of 
HMRC’s R&D tax credit legislation (not so easy!).  But you can cut out 
the diffi  cult part by enlisting the help of an R&D tax credit expert who 
can take on the hard work and complications for you.

7. All R&D tax credit experts are the same.

MYTH!
Unlike other R&D tax credit consultancies, at Jumpstart we put your 
technology at the heart of a claim, leading to a maximised result!  

TO FIND OUT MORE CALL, TALK TO JUMPSTART. WE’LL 
HELP YOU WEED THROUGH THE MYTHS AND PROVIDE 
A COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE TO ENSURE YOU HAVE THE 
BEST R&D TAX CREDIT EXPERIENCE POSSIBLE *

* unicorn not included


